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Budapest

The name Budapest is a real riddle, where from three Hungarian 
cities, Buda, Pest, and Obud, have become one, three different 
atmospheres and, at the same time, three different cities. The 
memory of this merger is the Chain Bridge, which is featured in 
all the tourist photo films. In Budapest is full of surprises, 
enough for several full journeys. The most important one is the 
gastronomic one, because Hungarians can create even a simple 
goulash, the pride of the Michelin restaurants.! Budapest loves 
riddles, and Ernö Rubik created one for the world. The Rubik's 
Cube. And this mystery line was continued by the world's   
foremost illusionist of the world, Harry Houdini, who was born  
in Budapest.

About the trip

It is the hottest city in the world, not only because   
of 70 million liters of thermal water that flows right   
underneath the city, but also because of the music! Every 
August. the European's sedate lifestyle is transformed into  
a fun and sleepless one because of the music festival 
"Sziget, which attracts hundreds of thousands of music 
lovers from all over the world and lasts a whole week. 

And many more "most" fit into this pompous, full of art,  
European spirit, and delicious gastronomy. Remember  
the picture from the movie "Grand Budapest? This is exactly 
how colorful, amazing, and touching we will see this city!

Author's travel agency Go to Star  
invites you to Budapest.
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Day 1

Day 2

Walk with an art historian through Budapest, 
visiting the museum and the Royal Palace.

A trip to the main wineries in the region 
and a picnic on the glade. Thermae.

Day 3

Day 4

Pannonhalma Abbey and private organ 
concert, gastronomic dinner.

A walk in the Jewish Quarter, and a flight 
home in the afternoon.



Pannonhalm

On the threshold of the library at Pannonhalm Abbey 
we are greeted by a statue of a student writing 
something in a notebook. You go inside, and there, 
too, are still students from the church gymnasium. 
gymnasium, even after almost 300 years of the 
place's existence. Aside from the obvious the value 
of over 360,000 volumes of ancient books, there's 
an incredible atmosphere here: the gold spines,  
massive wooden cabinets, and antique globe. 
Everything can be photographed and touch 
everything, but the books are hidden behind a barely 
visible metal netting for safekeeping. A bonus to the 
experience will be photos as if from the Hogwarts 
library.
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Tokay Asu-"wine for kings and a king among wines, which 
delighted Beethoven, inspired Peter the Great and so prized 
by Hungarians that they dedicated a line to this wine region 
a line in their anthem. Catherine the Great sent an entire 
Cossack detachment to ensure the careful delivery of the 
drink to her sumptuous table. For its production, grapes   
affected by botrytis, a noble mold that dries out the berries, 
increasing their sugar content and giving it that ineffable 
sweet taste.

And at the Oremus winery on our itinerary, you can open the 
heavy barn lock, breathe in the smell of the wine cellar, and 
taste the famous Tokay Asu straight from the barrel! Oremus 
is the most iconic winery that belongs to a family    
of winemakers from Spain (Vega Sicily).

Tokay Asu
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Gellert Thermal Bath
The baths were once used for luxurious balls, 
which is why Gellert the proud title of the most 
beautiful in Budapest. Marble columns, 
stained-glass windows, the bronze statues, the 
fountains - it is not a typical ambience    
the atmosphere is not conducive to a typical 
bathing rest. Jacuzzis with waves were already 
here in the 1920s. It is also the only thermae that 
offers nighttime visits in the pool on the terrace 
with an amazing view of the city. Feel like a hero 
of an arthouse and very beautiful movie!
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Essencia

This restaurant is a true love story of two people 
and two countries. The alliance of Portuguese 
Chef Tiago Sabarigo and his Hungarian wife Eva 
served to create a unique concept of uniting  
gastronomic Portuguese and Hungarian    
gastronomic traditions into one whole. Michelin 
appreciated this combination, by giving    
the restaurant one of its coveted stars. If you 
choose a table closer to the kitchen you can 
admire the diligent work of the chefs     
in the open kitchen.
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Jewish block
A small area of Budapest filled with synagogues, 
unique monuments, and this city's trademark ruin 
bars. Many of the buildings were critically   
damaged during World War II, and while    
the authorities were wondering what to do with 
them, young people took matters into their own 
hands organized spontaneous bars among   
the ruins.

The Jewish Quarter is one of the most beautiful 
of street art in the world. Many of the houses 
here are decorated with murals, huge images  
on the facades of buildings. A place that  
cherishes a tragic memory but lives on through 
the inspiration... of a new generation.
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Hungary is famous for its   
excellent meat and the peak  
of the flavor is the goose peak 
of the culinary experience  
is the goose liver or foie gras, 
which called libamai.
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